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Safety First

The Logical Solution for Safety

Independent Control
and Safety Systems

In all industries where there are risks, safety needs to be independent of control. It is tempting to implement safety
functions, such as emergency shutdowns, within (and through) the control system; as the sharing of hardware and

networking resources can seem to make sense. However, such an approach will often compromise the
responsiveness, effectiveness and even the very role of your safety system.

Integrated Control and Safety Systems in Action
While ICSS - as an overall practice/philosophy - has its roots in the

petrochemical industry, increasingly other sectors are having to embrace
layered safety protection; and are integrating these with process control,

communications, security, site surveillance and other infrastructure
elements. Bringing key operational/process and safety information

together in a safe manner is of course key to an ICSS.

Your Protection Partner
Established in the 1970s, specialist engineering company
Hima-Sella is widely recognised for its extensive experience
in the process and automated industries.

Over the years, Hima-Sella has developed a truly
independent Control and Safety System (iCSS) philosophy
that utilises diverse technologies in strict accordance with
IEC61508. This means that safety can be an ever-present
aspect of control, but its independence assures system
immunity if the control system is ever compromised.

In addition, Hima-Sella’s approach to delivering an iCSS
gives customers unprecedented freedom of choice where
hardware is concerned, enabling selection to be made on

the merits of the products used (within the overall system).
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iCSS Performance Benefits:

� Assisted Control Functionality

� Improved Monitoring of Assets

� Flexibility to undertake independent System
Upgrades

� Engineered to recognised Standards

� Improved System Reliability

iCSSOperational Benefits:

� Common Point of Control

� Effective User Interface

� Simplified Routine of Operation

� Reduced Operation Training

� Retained Sub System Individuality

� Effective Independence

Hima-Sella

Hima-Sella Hima-Sella

Hima-Sella Hima-Sella

CommunicationsControl

Non Stop Safety

Field Services
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Hima-Sella’s solutions, which all provide safety up
to SIL 3, include:

� HIMax has virtually unlimited expansion potential
and which features HIMA’s XMR architecture
(meaning it can run with up to four CPUs and I/O to
provide up to quadruple modular redundancy);

� HIQuad, which also offers scalable redundancy and
which is ideal for small to mid-size applications
requiring high levels of process availability;

� HIMatrix, the series of modular safety-related
controllers and remote I/O modules, delivers cost-
effectiveness and big system performance with
dedicated modules for subsea applications, and

� Planar4, the hardwired (i.e. no software) system with
logic processing and I/O on every module.

In addition, Hima-Sella’s iCSS solutions support the
following communication protocols:

� OPC DA and OPC A&E;

� MODBUS Master & Slave RS485;

� PROFIBUS-DP Master & Slave;

� PROFINET;

� Send & Receive TCP;

� HART protocol;

� ComUserTask, programmable protocols and

� HIMA’s own safeethernet.

The HIMA DCS Competence Team
A specialised HIMA team tests all integration options
with all leading DCS and develops efficient integration
tools and software components. All leading DCS have
been evaluated by HIMA for connectivity. This enables
HIMA to guarantee full functionality and assume
responsibility for the entire integration process.

Where ICSS is adopted it is becoming an issue to demonstrate the independence of the safety system from the
control system. Hima-Sella’s approach to providing iCSSwith the safety system at its core can achieve this. With its
capability of open communications to the major DCS systems the Hima-Sella solution provides clear independence.

Are all your eggs in one basket?

In a report published in 2010 by SINTEF, the highly-
respected Scandinavia-based research organisation,
concern was expressed over the increasing levels of
inadequate segmentation between Process Control
Systems (PCSs) and Safety Instrument Systems (SISs).
Here, ‘inadequate segmentation’ can include
subordinate systems influencing superior ones, or as
SINTEF observed “signals in the wrong direction”.
Accordingly, a failure of a secondary system could
result in a safety-critical error in the overall system.

Concern was also expressed over how, in many
installations, PCS increasingly shares resources (such
as networks, PCs, data storage devices etc…) with
generic/office ICT; and if a computer virus infects
the latter the former will almost certainly be
compromised.

Note: these vulnerabilities are not hypothetical.
For example, in 2010, a major OEM of automation
framework software disclosed that one of its products
was susceptible to the effects of a malware virus (a
Trojan) that spreads via USB stick.
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In the Safety Business
There are essentially three business routes to realising
an independent Control and Safety System.

The first is to engage with a Main Automation Contractor
(MAC), Main Instrument Vendor (MIV) or an OEM of
Distributed Control Systems (DCSs). The engagement
model will tend to be sold as a ‘service plus hardware’,
with the initial outlay low. However, system-level
integration will typically be done using protocols which
are proprietary to the MAC or DCS vendor; so you may
have to use the same company for subsequent site/system
upgrades (hence the temptingly low initial outlay).
Hima-Sella has worked successfully with the
MAC/MIV/DCS vendors on projects such as the Rosetta
gas field, Egypt and the Buzzard field in the North Sea, as
a subcontractor, delivering the independence and
layered protection.

The second option is to source and integrate the safety
system and DCS yourself; which affords a great deal of
freedom of choice when selecting safety and control
systems; if you have the experience to tackle the
integration and certification. Typical examples of our
work under this scenario, assisting the end-user/EPC to
achieve their goal have been the Karsto Expansion
Project, Norway and Woqod LPG Plant, Doha.

The third option, which is rapidly gaining most credence
within the industry, is to put safety first and use the
safety systems specialist as the overall integrator to
ensure control system vendors deliver integration
without compromising plant safety. Here, Hima-Sella is
a well recognised choice of supplier having leveraged its

engineering and integration skills on projects such as
Hunterston A nuclear power station, Scotland and the
ONGC (India) platform HIPPS solution, as subcontractor
to the valve manufacturer to integrate a complete SIL
certified solution.

Safe instructions
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Business objectives

Owner - valid instruction

BPCS OK

PSD OK

ESD OK

HIPPS OK

Assets

Business objectives achieved

PROCESS

BPCS

PSD

ESD

HIPPS



Control
� Access Control

� Boiler Control

� Fire Detection

� Leak Detection

� MCCs

� Metering

� Process Control

� Turbo Machinery

� Pipeline Automation & Protection

Non Stop Safety
� BMS

� ESD & F& G

� HIPPS & OPS

� TOPS / Tank Monitoring

� Turbine Protection

Field
� Detectors

� Panels, Mimics & Matrices

� Partial Stroke Testing &
Proof Testing

� SIL Support Services

� System Healthcare

� Transmitters & Actuators

� Valves

Communications
� Asset Management

� CCTV

� PA/VA

� Radio & Telephony

� SCADA

� SoE
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PROCESS

BPCS

PSD

ESD

HIPPS

Our Hierarchical Approach to Layered Protection
Within most systems ‘layered protection’ can be provided through independent safety functions, of varying priority and
used to ring-fence critical hardware.

Hima-Sella’s engineering approach goes one step further; delivering
technical and business benefits. Layered protection is used to
protect plant processes using a hierarchy of safety functions.
Each independent safety function has a dedicated role and is
implemented using the most appropriate technologies
(i.e. hardwired and/or software) for that role.

Accordingly, each element of the system in turn is monitored by
the layer of protection positioned immediately above it.

Moreover, Hima-Sella ensures that the ‘hierarchy of safety functions’
is integral to your plant operations -and by extension, business
objectives. Crucially, Hima-Sella’s engineered independent
Control and Safety System philosophy achieves safe, efficient and
profitable plant operation.

InfinitySafety Safety Nonstop

Independent Control
and Safety Systems

The Logical Solution for Safety



Located in Stockport, Cheshire Hima-Sella has easy access to the motorway network,

mainline railways and Manchester International Airport.

Hima-Sella has custom built offices and workshops providing:

� Consultancy Feasibility • Risk Assessment • Reliability Studies
Whole Life Costing

� Project On time delivery of project • Regular customer contact
Management Agreed milestones to monitor progress

� Design Detailed Design • Functional Logic • Auto CAD

� Engineering Functional Design Specification • Safety Requirements
Safety Requirements Specification

� Manufacturing Panel Build • System Build • System Integration

� Testing In-house • Factory Acceptance Testing • Site Acceptance Testing

� Installation and System Installation and Inspection • Support during Startup
Commissioning

� Technical Support 24 hour call out support • Upgrades/Modifications
Maintenance (IEC 615O8 life cycle)

� Training Hardware/Software Design • Maintenance and Servicing
Customised courses

Hima-Sella

Carrington Field Street, Stockport, Cheshire SK1 3JN United Kingdom

telephone: +44 (0)161 429 4500 • facsimile: +44 (0)161 476 3095 • email: sales@hima-sella.co.uk • web: www.hima-sella.co.uk
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